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ABSTRACT

We report a preliminary test of whether muon diffusion in copper is limited by conduction electron scattering or by nonadiabatic quantum damping as proposed by Kondo. Drift of the muon with electron wind when a current is passed through the sample is not observed, indicating that electron scattering is relatively weak and supporting the Kondo quantum damping mechanism.
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In this note we report the result of a preliminary search for muon drift in copper. The experiment was designed to distinguish between two theories\(^1,2\) of the muon hopping rate \(v\), which has been measured in copper over a wide range of temperature\(^3-6\) and is shown in Fig. 1. The solid curve in the figure is the theory of Kondo\(^1\) fitted to copper and covering three distinct temperature ranges. At temperatures above 50K the muon tunnels from site to neighboring site at fixed range \(a\) with the absorption of a phonon that supplies the energy associated with small polaron formation. (Only at still higher temperature would the muon be expected to hop over the potential barrier between adjacent sites.) At temperatures from 0.5K up to 50K the small polaron tunnels coherently without phonon absorption. At temperatures below 0.5K the hopping rate becomes independent of temperature as a result of residual broadening of the polaron energy.\(^7\)

The diffusivity for fixed-range hopping

\[
\text{Diff} = v a^2 = v^2 \tau
\]  

(1)

may be written as the product of the square of a transfer velocity and a relaxation time. Kondo shows that the transfer velocity for coherent hopping is given by

\[
v = \Delta_{\text{eff}} a = \Delta(\pi T/D)Ka
\]  

(2)
Here $\Delta_{\text{eff}}$ is the transfer integral of the muon dressed by the screening cloud of electrons, $\Delta$ is the bare transfer integral, $D$ is the width of the conduction band, and $K$ is the muon-electron coupling constant. The factor $(\pi T/D)^K$ renormalizes the muon mass and arises from Anderson orthogonalization.

One expects for the relaxation of a muon in a narrow band

$$1/\tau = \Gamma = \pi g K_B T/K$$

which is Korringa scattering of the screened muon with coupling constant $g = 2v_0^2\rho^2$, where $v_0$ is the scattering potential and $\rho$ the density of electron states. Kondo finds that $\Gamma$ should be multiplied by a vertex correction $(D/T)^8$ that may be quite large. But for $V_t$ less than the near neighbor separation $\mathbf{a}$ the muon does not move coherently through the band with occasional scattering but instead hops from site to site. Kondo concludes that a sufficiently localized hopping muon is damped not by Korringa scattering but by the inability of the screening electrons to adiabatically follow the muon. The damping of the muon arises dynamically with

$$1/\tau = \gamma = (\pi K/cos\pi K) K_B T/K$$

Yamada has developed a very similar theory of the transfer velocity but has assumed that the hopping muon is damped by ordinary Korringa scattering as given by Eq. (3) rather than by Eq. (4). As the diffusion data of Fig. 1 do not readily distinguish the two theories we have been led to devise an experiment that may differentiate between dynamic damping of a hopping muon and Korringa scattering.

If the muon is damped through scattering there should be a substantial drag force on the muon from electron wind when an electron current is passed through the sample. On the other hand, if the muon is damped by nonadiabatic
conduction electron screening, then any force exerted by electron wind may be too small to induce hopping. As we report below, any possible drag-induced hopping is within our error and is less than 5% of the spontaneous hopping. We conclude that muon damping is not produced by electron scattering but must be associated with a stronger process.

We now examine the dynamics of interacting muons and electrons in the presence of an electric field in two limits, band motion and fixed-range hopping. We first write for the mean velocity of a band muon:

\[ M \frac{dV}{dt} + MV/\tau = eE + \Gamma Mv \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where \( M \) is the band mass of the muon and \( V \) and \( v \) are the muon and electron drift velocities, respectively. For electron scattering the damping rate \( 1/\tau \) is given by \( \Gamma \). Note that the muon is driven by two forces, the force of the electric field and the force of the electron wind.\(^{10} \) As long as the electron drift velocity is less than the muon band velocity \( \Delta_{\text{eff}} a \) we may expect the muon to drift at the velocity of the electron wind. The rate at which the muon moves from cell to cell will be proportional to the root-mean-square velocity and given by:

\[ v = \Delta_{\text{eff}} + \frac{1}{2} \frac{v^2}{a^2} \Delta_{\text{eff}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

In the limit of short relaxation times and fixed range hopping we compute the time for a muon to leave a sphere of radius \( a \) assuming a drift velocity \( V \) superimposed on the diffusive motion. We obtain in this way for the hopping frequency:

\[ v = 2 \frac{v^2}{[(V^2 + 4 a^2 \Delta_{\text{eff}})^{1/2} - V^2]} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

For the drift velocity \( V < v_o a \) we obtain on expansion:

\[ v = \frac{v_o + V^2}{v_o a^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

In the opposite limit of \( V > v_o a \) we obtain \( v = V/a \).
The diffusion of muons in copper has been studied extensively by analyzing the muon spin relaxation. The spin relaxation function in a transverse magnetic field is described by a function developed by Kubo and Tomita

\[ G(t) = e^{-(\sigma^2/v)t} \] (9)

where \( \sigma^2 \) is the second moment of the dipolar broadening produced by the copper nuclei and \( v \) as before is the hopping frequency. For times \( t \) short compared with \( 1/v \) we obtain \( G(t) = e^{-v\sigma^2 t^2} \) which is the usual gaussian line shape with rms width \( \sigma \). On the other hand, for times long compared with \( 1/v \) we obtain exponential decay \( G(t) = e^{-\sigma^2 t/v} \).

Now, if the hopping rate is low compared with \( \sigma \) we have gaussian relaxation with exponential decay only at very long times. But if the hopping rate is rapid compared with \( \sigma \), the relaxation is gaussian only at very short times with most of the decay exponential. In this limit the resonance line is lorentz in shape with a half-width \( \sigma^2/v \). This is the motionally narrowed limit

\[ G(t) = e^{-(\sigma^2/v)t} \] (10)

The technique used at TRIUMF was to stop a highly polarized muon beam available parasitically at M-20, the "surface-tune", in a thin copper foil located in an analyzing apparatus, the LBL/UCB Eagle detector. This detector has a transverse field of 67 gauss in the vertical direction with four telescopes, left, right, forward, backward, in the precession plane. The elapsed-time histograms of decay electrons are analyzed with the function
\[ Y(t) = Y(0)e^{-\frac{t}{\tau}} + A e^{-\left(\frac{\sigma^2}{\nu}\right)t} \cos(\omega t + \phi) + BG \]  

(11)

where \( \tau = 2.20\mu \text{ sec} \) is the natural lifetime of the muon, \( A \) is the overall average analyzing power, \( \phi \) is the phase of each detector pattern, and \( BG \) is the constant background, which is of order 5\% of the signal. The frequency \( \omega = \gamma \hbar \) is extracted from the fit. Even though it was not possible to optimize the beam tuning, about 50\% of the muons stopped in the thin copper foil, which was sandwiched between foils of mu-metal. The muons showed no precession asymmetry in this backing material.

As shown in Fig. 1, low temperature hopping rates in copper are of the order of \( 10^5 \) in the temperature range between 4.2 and 100K. Below 4.2K the hopping rate increases with decreasing temperature to about \( 10^6 \). Above 100K the hopping rate increases to \( 10^7 \) or higher. By driving an electron current through the sample we might expect to produce muon drift, increasing the effective hopping frequency \( \nu \) and enhancing the motional narrowing. At a hopping rate \( \nu_0 = 10^5 \) the corresponding drift velocity \( \overline{v} = \nu_0 a \) is \( 4 \times 10^{-3} \) cm/sec. (This velocity is to be compared with the muon band velocity of about 13 cm/sec.) For the electron wind to move at \( \nu_0 a \) the required current density \( J = Ne \nu \) is 50 A/cm\(^2\). An oxygen-free polycrystalline copper foil of 0.9999 purity and 0.005 cm thickness was cut and arranged so that current flowed along and against the magnetic field in six parallel alternating segments. At the maximum current supplied to the foil of 1.5 A the current density was 700 A/cm\(^2\), enough to produce an effective muon hopping rate in excess of \( 10^6 \) if the muons drift with the electron wind.

The temperature of the copper foil was set and regulated with a JANUS He-Flow cryostat and the precessional relaxation rate was extracted for several...
temperatures and currents supplied to the foil. The errors were obtained from the fitting program MINOS$^{13}$ and are relative errors that do not include possible systematic errors. Our data, averaged over left and right telescopes, are shown in Fig. 2. To within experimental error we observe no significant decrease in $\sigma^2/\nu$ with an uncertainty of 5% at the lowest temperatures, where we might have expected to observe narrowing.

We write from Eq. (8) for the muon hopping rate in the presence of spontaneous hopping and drift

$$(\nu - \nu_0)/\nu_0 = (\bar{\nu}/\nu_0)^2 < .05$$

which gives for the upper limit on the muon drift velocity

$$\bar{\nu} = (\Gamma/\gamma)\nu < 0.2 \nu_0$$

at $T = 6K$ with an electron wind of $\nu = .06 \text{ cm/sec}$. From the observed hopping rate and Kondo's theory we obtain $\gamma = 4.3 \times 10^{12} \text{ sec}^{-1}$ at 6K. The inequality of Eq. (13) then leads to $\Gamma < 0.014 \gamma$ or $g < 0.05$. It is clear from the obtained inequality either that muon diffusion is substantially more strongly damped than would be expected from Korringa scattering or that the expected muon drift is inhibited.

Finally we compare our obtained upper limit for the Korringa damping constant $g < .05$ with estimates of muon-electron scattering. Jackle and Kehr$^{13}$ have analyzed electron-muon scattering in metals and provide the estimate for the damping rate at $T > \Delta$

$$\Gamma = n \sigma v_F T/T_F$$

with $n$ the electron concentration, $v_F$ the Fermi velocity, $T_F$ the Fermi temperature, and $\sigma$ the cross-section for screened Coulomb scattering$^{14}$, which is approximately $4\pi/k_g^2 = \pi^2 a_0/k_F$ where $1/k_g$ is the Thomas-Fermi screening length and $a_0$ is the Bohr radius. Substituting appropriate values for copper
into Eq. (14) we obtain an expression of the form of Eq. (3) with coupling constant \( g = 2k_F a_0/3\pi \) which is about 0.15 and somewhat greater than our obtained limit for electron scattering.

We conclude that the absence of muon drift in the presence of electron wind argues for something other than a diffusing muon damped by electron scattering as assumed by Yamada. Were the muon damped in this way the hopping rate should have been of the order of \( v/a \) even for wind velocities substantially less than muon band velocities. The fact that drift was not observed argues either that muon damping is substantially stronger as proposed by Kondo, or that drift may possibly be inhibited by the structure of the muon state in a metal.

We grateful to R. F. Keilf for making muon beam time available at M-20 and to B. Bergersen, L. M. Falicov, P. Meier, K. Nagamine, P. M. Platzman, and A. Schenck for discussions. J. Bistirlich assisted with the fabrication of the copper foil. This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Division of Nuclear Physics of the Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics of the U. S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC03-76SF00098.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

1. Observed values of the hopping rate $v$ as a function of temperature. The measurements of Kadono et al.\textsuperscript{5} and of Clawson et al.\textsuperscript{4} were carried out on the zero field (ZF) spin relaxation function. The measurements of Grebinnik et al.\textsuperscript{3} were carried out in transverse field (TF). The solid curve is the theory of Kondo fitted to copper.

2. Data for $T=6K$, 15K and room temperature (RT) averaged over left and right telescopes. No significant decrease in the exponential parameter $a^2/v$ is observed as a function of current.
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